This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you've circled them. Many words overlap. When you've crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven't yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the 'Last Word' answer for this puzzle.

Star Wars Slang          Solution: 8 letters

H G O N Z O D K R A O W H P H
N A L H S E M A B E E O I A T
H L T U L V E R R E T N G O I
S P M K G N A F S K K F N A V
R R R A R I R F T I I I T I A A
E A I N N I T U E PA H I K H
F W F T P D F L A C K R C F S
G N I T A C I F U N G U R P C
Y C E T K W E E K U N E E A W
K E R C A L T L F D L S S O G
B S L E E M O B L L L E E O R R
O O O K R E K M U G P K O O I
N T I K O R D U T P I B R F F
G S N C H O O B I E S B D O E
O O T M A N J E E G R A L F B
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BIG L  BONGO  BORG  BORKED  BRAINTICK  BUMBLEFLUFF
CATNOT  CHIKRA  CHOOBIES  DEECE  DROK IT  FARKLED
FELEK   FIRM    FLACK  FLARG   FLUTIE    FOFO
FRAK    FRELL   FRIP   GARRAIS  GFERSH    GONZO
GOO     GRIFE   HUK    JOOKLEY  KERKO     KRIFF
KTAH    KWEE-KUNEE  MANDIE  MESH-LA  NRU      OOTMAN
OSIK    PHWOAR  PIFGAH  PINKIE   PRUGNUFICATING  RPC
SBD     SEPPIE  SEPS   SHAVIT    SKIFTER   SLEEMO
TAM     TLA     UTINNI  VAIR     VERRE     WARP-LAG
WOOKIEE